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SBO, petitioners agree
to halt fee waiver checks
Student Body Organization iSBO) officers and the six
students who last week circulated petitions to recall
Bill Arnold. SBO president, have reached an
agreement
In a joint statement released yesterday by both
parties, the SBO officers said they have stopped
payment (effective Nov HI on checks that would have
given last spring's officers $260 each for services
rendered
Also, the statement said, petitions for Arnold's recall
will be destroyed following the adoption of the
statement by both groups
THE STATEMENT SAID:
"We the petitioner* would like to clarify our motives
for issuing the recall petitions At no tune did wc intend
to slander the reputation of William Arnold
"Our only concern was with the manner in which SBO
handled the fee waiver issue "
The petition organizers said last week they were
circulating petitions because
Arnold approved
allocation of SBO funds to pay executive officers for
last spring's services

THE SBO steering committee'Oct 28 approved the
proposal to use money from the SBO budget to pay the
following officers
Arnold. Dennis Grady. senior lA&S) and coordinator
of state and community affairs. John Doering. senior
(B.A.I and coordinator of academic affairs. Mark
Walker, senior (B A ) and student representative to the
Board of Trustees. Larry Whiteleather, senior (AiSi
and coordinator of cultural affairs; and Lee Olson,
senior iB A i and former vice president.
Olson resigned last June and has been replaced by
Kred Hoffman, senior (B A).
The petition organizers were Bill Byrd, junior (A4SI,
Ethel Green, junior <A&S and Ed I, Chris Mehling.
junior lA&SI. Walt Montague, junior (Ed). Rick
Morrow, junior (Ed.). and Tom Raff, junior i A&s i
They said last week 800 undergraduate student
signatures were needed to hold a referendum on the
recall issue
THE STATEMENT also said the SBO officers and
petitioners will appear jointly before Sub-budget
Council this year to request a line item (instructional
and general fees) for payment to executive officers

Article II. section A of the SBO bylaws has been
amended to read:
it

"A petition with the signatures of at least 10 per cent
of the undergraduate student body naming the person to
be recalled and slating the reasons shall put the issue
on the ballot
Article VI of the SBO bylaws now reads:
-a. A petition with signatures of at least eight per
cent of the undergraduate student body stating the
action in question shall be given to the Elections and
Opinions Board.
-b. The ballot shall slate "Shall (action in question)
be rescinded?" The issue shall go to the student body
for a vote as soon as possible
-c. If the official results reveal a majority voting for
rescinding the action, the Steering Committee will take
ii 111 in .luir action to do so
-d. Petitions must be submitted before IS class days
have elapsed since the original passage of the action by
the Steering Committee
Both groups declined further comments on the recall
issue

Program begins winter quarter

University health college ok'd
NmatMta by Jstsph Mtt
Bowling Green football player Pawl Mdei espressos his
appreciation last Saturday during haKtime cermoniet
honoring his achievements en the gridiron. He became the
first athlete in Fokon sports history to have his number
retired." See page ,6 for details.

The Ohm Board "l Regents has
approved a College 01 Health .iiul
Community
Services tot
ihc
University
The action, taken Friday at the
Regents meeting al Cleveland State
University, authorizes the University

lo utter the Bachelor of Science degree
in Health and Community Services,
with specialisations in dietetics.
environmental
health,
medical
technology, child and family services
and speech audiology and pathology
The degree program will begin

Priorities-recreation vs. energy
Which takes preference -adequate
recreational facilities or energy-saving
measures al the University''
That was the question University
President Hollis A Moore Jr asked
yesterday while explaining the goals of
the Committee on Campus Recreational Needs and the recently

appointed Task Force on Campus
Energy Conservation
DR. MOORE said both groups should
release reports on their respective
topics by the end of (he quarter
However, he said, the groups will
meet before the reports are released to

insure
1h a t
both
sets
of
recommendation! are consistent
Last spring. I)r Moore appointed II
persons to the committee lo study
campus recreational needs
Also, on Nov 8 he appointed a seven
member task force to study ways the

SINCE THEN, he said. 12 of the 18
courts have been lit, with the
installation of coil-operated meters to
begin shortly The charge will be 25
cents a half hour per court.

Senate approves fuel crisis bill
declaring year-long emergency
WASHINGTON IAPI - A bill declaring a one year nationwide fuel emergency passed the Senate yesterday and was
sent to the House
The bill authorizes, but does not require, rationing
The House cannot take the bill up until at least Nov 26. the
day it returns from its Thanksgiving recess
THE SENATE DELETED a provision to tap the nation's
naval petroleum reserves but rejected most other
amendments, including one its sponsors s: id would save fuel
by prohibiting busing school children for racial balance
Another amendment adopted would permit Congress to
terminate the emergency after six months, if it decides it is
no longer needed
The bill would require the President to set up a system of
fuel rationing within 15 days, although it would be up to him
when or whether to put it into effect Nixon has said he
hopes lo avoid rationing
The Senate voted 48 to 39 to table an amendment offered

University can make optimum use of
its energy resources
In an Interim report released last
spring, the Committee on Campus
Recreational Needs suggested lighting
the tennis courts on the east side of the
Ice Arena to enable students to play
tennis at night

by Sen Jesse C Helms IR-N C i to ban the busing of school
children for desegregation purposes
REP. BROCK ADAMS iD-Wash ' issued a statement on
the bill, saying "I have grave doubts about giving the
President a free hand lo continue pursuing his policies of
making the average American bear the full burden of
inflation and the energy shortage." He said the measure
would 'enrich the wealthy fuel interests "
Helms said his antibusing amendment would save
substantial amounts of fuel which in many cases he said is
used to transport a few pupils over long distances
"Why keep busing in effect when we are talking about
closing schools and limiting the hours of schools''' he asked
Sen Jacob Javits iR-N Y.i who moved to table the Helms
amendment, said it would enflame the busing controversy at
a time when it has quieted down
"Let well enough alone," Javits pleaded "Don't stir it up
now."

This way. we're conserving energy
because we won't have to turn on the
lights we won't be using," Dr Moore
said
He also said lights have been
installed on the intramural fields
behind the Women's Gymnasium but
there is still some question on whether
it will interfere with the energy-saving
measures suggested by the Task Force
on Campus Energy Conservation.
"I am hoping the committees will
come to an agreement on this." he
said
HE ALSO said there are plans to
repair the elevated tennis courts
behind Conklin Hall, to provide an
outdoor skating area behind Conklin
Hall, to provide more exercise rooms
in dormitories and to build an indoor
track.

Newsehete. by Theme. P. linden
Sen. Charles H. rercy (■-III.) talked with his hand. Friday a*
h*> urged an audience of •bout 700 re becsme interested in
pstHts. He nered the Impart public rostHMwe held en the firing
of special Watergate prosecutor Archibald Cai. Far an account
ef Percy t speech, see page three.

^^uriMJLiF

winter quarter
On the graduate level, the master of
rehabilitation counseling and specialist
in Immunohematology degrees will be
offered
PROGRAMS PLANNED for later
this year include parasitology and
medical entomology, biomedical
instrument technology, applied
microbiology and gerontology and
physical therapy allied with a human
performance laboratory
Included in the curricula for all
students in the new college is a clinical
pracUcumor internship
The college will offer no new courses
immediately, only those now offered in
'scattered parts of the University,"
according lo Dr. Joseph K lfaloc.li.
acting dean of the college
He said the new college will be
staffed by faculty members serving
joint appointments with other departments, adding that there are S3 such
faculty members presently.
"Thai's one good aspect of this
college." Dr Balogh said "Wc can
maximize and utilize fully the existing
staff
He said many faculty members are
experts in fields that cannot be applied
to existing programs at the University
"We've got the talent here." he said.
"We'll develop programs around Ihe
men and women already here."
HE SAID NO FACULTY additions
are expected in the near future, but
said that as the programs expand more
staff may be needed
The proposal for the new college was
originally approved by the University
Board of Trustees on Jan 18. 1973 Dr.
Balogh was named acting dean the
same day
He said the purpose of Ihe college is
to consolidate all existing courses and
new ones in the field under one
heading.

This gives some degree of
litotcssionalism and makes it easier
lor the student to get a job." he said
The field of health services is rapidly
expanding and provides excellent
employment chances, Dr
Balogh
added
"THERE ISN'T A better field to gel
into for job opportunities." he said
He s.nd starting salaries for medical
technologists range from SI 1.000 to
113,000 a year
Dr Halogh said the new college was
lounded "on the premise that it would
exist largely on outside funding" and
has received many donations from
private individuals and corporations
He said also Ihe college might
receive funds from the federal government, "but not until things are cleaned
up down there "
Every effort is being made to get
the college on a footing where it won't
depend so heavily on inside
budgeting." In Balogh said
The new college, he said, is
organized along programmatic rather
than departmental lines
He said interdisciplinary learning
among departments and colleges will
be emphasized "to maximize and
utilize all departments of the
University.
He added that the creation of the
College of Health and Community
services is largely the work of
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr.
"There is no doubt thai this man saw
something we did not see." he said
"He has worked very, very hard with
tireless effort to gel this "

No News
The News will not publish Tuesday, Nov. 27, due lo the Thanksgiving holiday. We will resume publication Wednesday, Nov. 28

Nation's top rusher
invades Falconland
By Jack O'Breu
Executive Sports Editor

H.w.ph.1. by J—ph
Senior

Sidestep

OIKI

tailback Paul Mile* attempts to outmaneuver Eastern Michigan's

George Duranlco during last Saturday's contest. Miles needs 69 yards to
become the third player in major-college football history to gain at least 1000
yards in three consecutive seasons.

The BG Newg
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Two ol
Ihe
nation's
leading ground gainers will
be the feature attraction as
the Falcons close their 1973
lootball campaign against
Northern Illinois at 1:30
p m tomorrow at Uoyt L.
Perry Field
The Huskies Mark Kellar
tops the nation in rushing
with a 157 8 yard per game
average
He gained 205
yards in Northern's 40-36
loss to Xavier last Saturday
It was the third time this
season Kellar passed the
200-yard barrier in a single
game The 232-pound senior
fullback ranks fourth on the
all-time
NCAA
major
college career rushing list
with 3604 yards.
Kellar, a Carpenterville,
111 cruncher, has broken the
game (2461. season 11,578)
and career 13,604I rushing
records at Northern Illinois
In addition, Kellar has tied
the mark for career touchdowns of 31 He has scored
14 touchdowns this season
which is one short of the
Husk ic record
The Falcons' I'aul Miles
needs 69 yards to become
the third player in the
major college ranks to gain
at least 1,000 yards in three
consecutive seasons With
3.140 career yards. Miles
ranks 16th on the NCAA
career rushing charts The
senior tailback has gained
an average of 103.5 yards
per outing this year.

also holds or shares five of
the six Falcon football individual scoring records
As a team, the Huskies are
12th in the nation in total
offense with an average of
408 4 yards per game
Northern is eighth in rushing
offense,
averaging
325 5
yard per contest and 12th in
scoring with an average of
30 7 points per game
"Offensively.
Northern
Illinois will be the toughest
assignment we've had this
year." said Bowling Green
head coach Don Nehlen at
his weekly press conference
yesterday
The Huskies have a big
defensive front line that has
been
unable
to exert
pressure on the opposing
team's quarterback As a
result, their opponents have

Hun Mason is going home
and
every bod)
there
probabl) wants in upset
him
Mason lakes his Bowling
Green hockey team Into the
north country this weekend
lo pla) Lake Superior state
> ollege iLSSCl In a twogame series
The gritty
roach led the Lakers to 128
wins m seven years before
taking the head job in
Falconland
Tonight,
Mason
will
return to Pullar Stadium
Only this time, he will be
coaching against his old
club
THE LAKERS .ire out to
give Mason a homecoming
he won i soon forget They
intend to do this b> upsetting
BG
and
their
former
mentor
This will be an emotional
series
as
they
i Lake
Superior i will In- nut to beat
me as much as to beat
Howling
Green."
says
Mason
I
know
their
players ami they know my
coaching style

The
Falcon
mentor
intends to stay with his usual
game plan for the Friday
and Saturday night contests
regardless what LSSC may
know about him
Two h'alcon goalies will
make the trip to Sault St.
Marie. Mich. Junior Don
Boyd will pair up with
freshman sensation Mike
Llul
Mason will continue to
experiment with his ollensive lines He intends to observe
Ron
Wise.
Mike
Bronco' Hartley and Dale
Mien together
We had so many men in
the penalty box last week tat
Buffalo), l couldn't tell how
this line was going to work
together.'' said Mason
THE GAME plan also
includes alternating learn
shifts at the itadard xu MI
second intervals
The Falcon skalers .11 4 l»
on Ihe season, are oil to
their lasted start in historyLake Superior, in con
trast. is ofl to one of the
worst starts in the history of
its program
The Lakers have lost all
lour ol their outings on the

tftee| the r«|Co"ff.
Sophomore Richard Nagai
begins his second season of
varsitv competition for the
Bowling
Green hockey
team
Nagai is one ot Ihe tine
stick handlers on the Falcon
squad but his most impressive attribute is his hustle
Often
underestimated
because ol his small stature
i5'8' ». the compact leftwinger
slips
by
many
opposing delensemen who
later regret having taken
him too lightly
Nagai returns to the varsity on the same line with
John Stewart and Bruce
Woodhouse This trio was an
important factor in the
Falcons' Central Collegiate
Hockey Association playoff
win last year

Rich Nagai

road Two ol these defeats
came at Ihe hands of nationally ranked Michigan
Tech Mason, who knows the
Lakers like the back ol his
hand, says the record is
deceiving.
They iLake Superior!
Insl a couple of tough games
on the road," said the
Falcon leader. "I think they
have only lost one game in
two years at home We'll
have our hands full
LSSC has a number of
lamihar names on its roster
that Mason will be sure to
warn the BG icers about
Julio Francella and Hill
Slewidge totalled 60 and 57
points respectively last season for the Lakers Gene
Motuzas and Tom Davies
combined for 30 goals last
year and could give the BG
skaters some trouble in this
campaign

giate Hockey
iCCHAi team

Association

THE
Falcon
mentor
respects the Lakers competition and calls the two
game confrontation
tinslart ol our real schedule
The weekend contests also
mark Ihe beginning ol the
tough six-game road trip

NEHLEN SAID senior
Hal «.it/ will start at the
helm
for
the
Falcons
tomorrow Watz completed
12 of 18 passes for 147 yards
and three touchdowns in
BG's 31-7
victory
over
Eastern
Michigan
last
Saturday
Senior quarterback Keid
Lamport, who was hurt in
the final quarter against
Ohio University two weeks
ago. is not 100 per cent yet
but should be able to play
tomorrow,
according
to
Nehlen
Roger
Wallace is the
Falcons leading pass receiver with 36 catches for
568 yards Wallace tops the
conference in pass receiving
with an average of 15 8
yards per catch He also

ranks 24th in the nation in
the same category
The sixth year BG coach
said the Falcons are coming
off their best defensive performance of the season BG
held Eastern to 16 yards
rushing
and
17 passing
during the first three quarters of action and 140 yards
net offense for the game
A pre-season top 20 pick in
some circles. Northern Illinois has been up and down
this season The Huskies
have a 6-4 record, losing to
Western Michigan, 28-14.
Marshall. 39-36:
Western
Illinois. 30-27. and Xavier,
40-36
A victory tomorrow would
give Bowling Green a 7-3
season slate, the best mark
since 1965

^mmm

oo O

MILES IS the Mid American Conference's all-time
career rushing leader and is
75 yards ahead of Miami's
Hob Kitchens He holds or
shares eight of nine season
and career rushing records
at Bowling Green
Miles

Mason returns to Lakerland
as unbeaten icers head north
H> Mark Glover
Assistant Sports F.dilor

been able to throw against
the Huskies with success

//

ALL MWM
CMp\P0

W

that will pul the Falcons at
Boston University Sunday.
Nov 25
"If we come out ol the
road trip at 5U0 (even split.
3-31. I will be pleased, but
we're aiming lor lour out of
ihe six." said Mason
1
know it's a monumental
task, but I leel we can do
it."

Leading the Falcon offensive punch is Bob Dobek
whose eight goals and seven
assists leads the team in
points
Sophomore John Stewart
adds his six goals and eight
assists to pose a threat to
the Laker defense
Hick Comley, the new
LSSC coach who starred
under Mason for lour years
and was his lormer assistant, would like to add a lea
(her to his cap be beating his
lormer boss and coach
Mason goes into the series
with high hopes After all.
this is the initial confrontation with a Central Colle-

Hockey
tickets
Bowling Green students
are reminded that Tuesday
is the deadline lor purchasing season hockey ID
cards
Hockey IDs will remain
on sale through Tuesday in
Ihe Memorial Hall ticket
office priced at $5 each
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open weekdays
from 9 am until noon and
from 1-5 pm

►f-„^... by hwll OUd>

Scramble

Bowling Green quarterback Hal Wall scramble*

Hurons. He will slart ai ihe helm for the Falcons at

for yardage in last Saturday's 31-7 triumph ever

1:30 tomorrow against Northern Illinois ol Ooyt L

Eastern Michigan. Wars completed 12 of IS losses

••cry Field. II is the final game of the season for

for 147 yards and three touchdowns against ihe

both the Huskies and Ihe Falcons.
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SBO, petitioners agree
to halt fee waiver checks
Student Body Organization (SBO) officers and the six
students who last week circulated petitions to recall
Bill Arnold. SBO president, have reached an
agreement
In a joint statement released yesterday by both
parties, the SBO officers said they have stopped
payment (effective Nov. 191 on checks that would have
given last spring s officers |260 each for services
rendered
Also, the statement said, petitions for Arnold's recall
will be destroyed following the adoption of the
statement by both groups
THE STATEMENT SAID:
"We the petitioners would like to clarify our motives
for issuing the recall petitions At no time did we intend
to slander the reputation of William Arnold
"Our only concern was with the manner in which SBO
handled the fee waiver issue "
The petition organizers said last week they were
circulating petitions because Arnold approved
allocation of SBO funds to pay executive officers for
last spring s services _

THE SBO steering committee'Oct 28 approved the
proposal to use money from the SBO budget to pay the
following officers
Arnold. Dennis Grady. senior (A&S) and coordinator
of state and community affairs. John Doering. senior
iBA > and coordinator of academic affairs, Mark
Walker, senior (B A I and student representative to the
Board of Trustees, Larry Whiteleather. senior (AiSi
and coordinator of cultural affairs, and Lee Olson,
senior (B A ) and former vice president
Olson resigned last June and has been replaced byFred Hoffman, senior (B A. I.
The petition organizers were Bill Byrd, junior t A&S I.
F.thel Green, junior (A&S and Ed.). Chris Mehling,
junior (AM); Walt Montague, junior (Ed.), Rick
Morrow, junior (Ed ), and Tom Half, junior lA&S)
They said last week 8X10 undergraduate student
signatures were needed to hold a referendum on the
recall issue
THE STATEMENT also said the SBO officers and
petitioners will appear jointly before Sub-budget
Council this year to request a line item (instructional
and general fees I for payment to executive officers.

Article II. section A of the SBO bylaws has been
amended to read:
it

"A petition with the signatures of at least 10 per cent
of the undergraduate student body naming the person to
be recalled and stating the reasons shall put the Issue
on the ballot.
Article VI of the SBO bylaws now reads:
-a. A petition with signatures of at least eight per
rent of the undergraduate student body stating the
action in question shall be given to the Elections and
opinions Board.
-b. The ballot shall state "Shall (action in question)
be rescinded"'" The issue shall go to the student body
for a vote as soon as possible.
-c. If the official results reveal a majority voting for
rescinding the action, the Steering Committee will take
immediate action to do so
~d Petitions must be submitted before IS class days
have elapsed since the original passage of the action by
the Steering Committee
Both groups declined further comments on the recall
issue

Program begins winter quarter

University health college ok'd
Nesnekess by Jsteafc fM
Bowling Green football player Paul Miles expresses his
appreciation last Saturday during harftime cermoniet
honoring hit achievements en the gridiron. He became the
first athlete In Falcon sports history to have his number
retired." See poge ,6 for details.

The Ohm Board of Regents has
approved a College ol Health and
Cominunitv
Services for
llie
University
The action taken Friday at the
Hegents meeting al Cleveland Stale
I'niversitv. authorizes llie Cnivoisilv

looffei the Bachelor of Science degree
in Health and Community Services.
wiih specializations in dietetics.
environmental
health,
medical
technology, child and family services
and speech audlology and pathology
The degree program will begin

Priorities-recreation vs. energy
Which takes preference-adequate
recreational facilities or energy-saving
measures at the University?
That was die question I'niversity
President llollis A Moore Jr asked
yesterday while explaining the goals ot
the Committee on Campus Recreational Needs and the recently

appointed Task Force on Campus
Energy Conservation
DR. MOORE said both groups should
release reports on their respective
topics by the end of the quarter
However, he said, the groups will
meet before the reports are released to

insure
thai
both
sets oI
recommendations are consistent
Last spring. I)r Moore appointed II
persons to the committee to study
campus recreational needs
Also, on Nov 8 he appointed a seven
member task force to study ways the

Senate approves fuel crisis bill
declaring year-long emergency
WASHINGTON i API A bill declaring a one-year nationwide fuel emergency passed the Senate yesterday and was
sent to the House
The bill authorizes, but does not require, rationing.
The House cannot take the bill up until at least Nov 26. the
day it returns from its Thanksgiving recess
THE SENATE DELETED a provision to tap the nation's
naval petroleum reserves but rejected most other
amendments, including one its sponsors siid would save fuel
by prohibiting busing school children for racial balance
Another amendment adopted would permit Congress to
terminate the emergency after six months, if it decides it is
no longer needed
The bill would require the President to set up a system of
fuel rationing within IS days, although it would be up to him
when or whether to put it into effect Nixon has said he
hopes to avoid rationing
The Senate voted 48 to 39 to table an amendment offered

by Sen Jesse C. Helms i R-N C i to ban the busing of school
children for desegregation purposes
REP. BROCK ADAMS ID-Wash i issued a statement on
the bill, saying "I have grave doubts about giving (he
President a free hand to continue pursuing his policies of
making the average American bear the full burden of
inllation and the energy shortage
He said the measure
would enrich the wealthy fuel interests."
Helms said his antibusing amendment would save
substantial amounts of fuel which in many cases he said is
used to transport a few pupils over long distances
"Why keep busing in effect when we are talking about
closing schools and limiting the hours of schools'" he asked
Sen Jacob Javits (R-N Y.) who moved to table the Helms
amendment, said it would enflame the busing controversy at
a time when it has quieted down
"Let well enough alone." Javits pleaded "Don't stir it up
now."

Sen. Chorfei H. Farcy (■-«.) talked with Ms hands Friday as
ha urged an audio nee of abeu t 700 te bo corns Interested in
peBrks. Ha naiad the Impart public rsspsnee hod an the firing
at spstlal Watergate press cuter Archfeold Cox. Far on account
el Farcy's speech, saa poge three.

I'niversity can make optimum use of
its energy resources
In an interim report released last
spring, the Committee on Campus
Recreational Needs suggested lighting
the tennis courts on the east side of the
Ice Arena to enable sludenls to play
tennis at night
SINCE THEN, he said. 12 of the 18
courts have been lit, with the
installation of coil-operated meters to
begin shortly. The charge will be 2S
cents a half hour per court.
This way. we're conserving energy
because we won't have to turn on the
lights we won't be using." Or Moore
said
He also said lights have been
installed on the intramural fields
behind the Women's Gymnasium but
there is still some question on whether
it will interfere with the energy-saving
measures suggested by the Task Force
on Campus Knergy Conservation.
"I am hoping the committees will
come to an agreement on this." he
said
HE ALSO said there are plans to
repair the elevated tennis courts
behind Conklin Hall, to provide an
outdoor skating area behind Conklin
Hall, to provide more exercise rooms
in dormitories and to build an indoor
track

winter quarter
On the graduate level, the master of
rehabilitation counseling and specialist
in immunohcm.iliilogy degrees will be
ottered
PROGRAMS PLANNED for later
this year include parasitology and
medical entomology, biomedlcal
inslru'iienl
technology, applied
microbiology and gerontology and
physical therapy allied with a human
performance laboratory
Included in the curricula for all
sludenls in the new college is a clinical
practicum or internship
The college will offer no new courses
immediately, only those now oftered in
scattered parts of the University,
according to l)r Joseph K lialogh.
acting dean ot the college
He said the new college will be
staffed by faculty members serving
joint appointments with other depart
mentS, adding that there are 33 such
faculty members presently.
"That's one good aspect of this
college." I)r Balogh said "We can
maximize and utilize fully the existing
staff "
He said many faculty members are
experts in fields that cannot be applied
to existing programs at the University
"We've got the talent here." he said
"We'll develop programs around the
men and women already here
HE SAID NO FACULTY additions
are expected in the near future, but
said that as the programs expand more
staff may be needed.
The proposal for the new college was
originally approved by the University
Board of Trustees on Jan 18. 1973. I>i
Balogh was named acting dean the
same day.
He said the purpose of the college is
to consolidate all existing courses and
new ones in the field under one
heading.

"This gives some degree of
priilessionalism and makes it easier
lor the student to get a job." he said
The field ot health services is rapidly
expanding and provides excellent
employment chances. I)r
Balogh
added
"THERE ISN'T A better field to get
into for job opportunities.' he said
He said starting salaries for medical
technologists range from II1.000 to
$13.000ayear
Or Balogh said the new college was
founded "on the premise (hat it would
exist largely on outside funding" and
has received many donations from
private individuals and corporations
He said also the college might
receive funds from the federal govern
ment, "but not until things are cleaned
up down there
'Every effort is being made to get
the college on a footing where it won't
depend so heavily on inside
budgeting," l)r Balogh said.
The new college, he said, is
organized along programmatic rather
than departmental lines
He said interdisciplinary learning
among departments and colleges will
be emphasized "to maximize and
utilize all departments of the
University
He added that the creation of the
College of Health and Community
services is largely the work of
University President Hollis A Moore
Jr.
' There is no doubt that this man saw
something we did not see," he said
He has worked very, very hard with
tireless effort to get this "

No News
The News will not publish Tuesday. Nov. 27, due to the Thanksgiving holiday We will resume publication Wednesday, Nov. 28.
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nixon handles media
at press conference
It was a jolly good time at the question-and-answer session between
President Nixon and 400 members of the Associated Press Managing
Editors Association at Orlando, Fla , Saturday night.
Members of the regular Washington press corps were not permitted to
participate in the session Questions asked by the managing editors were
handled easily by Nixon.
The public saw a President who was clearly in command of the
situation He once again proclaimed his innocence of any involvement in
Watergate, defended his honesty regarding his income taxes and noted
that the controversial bugging of his brother, Donald Nixon, was done
with his brother s consent and for security reasons
Nixon made wisecracks about the Democrats, Congress, newspapers
and television, the convention hall rocked with laughter.
The hour he spent with the press will surely be a success in his drive to
launch a counter-attack against the Watergate allegations and regain
public support.
President Nixon came on as smooth, humorous and able to laugh at his
predicament The session turned into a publicity stunt for the President
because the press didn't probe for answers with same intensity as the
Washington press corps.

'I HOPE ONE OF YOU REMEMBERED TO TURN DOWN THE THERMOSTAT BEFORE YOU
LEFT HOME.'

Leners

With all the questions that need to be asked about Watergate, asking
the President what he intends to do when he retires is a bit trite. Nixon's
response, "1 think it depends on when I leave," received laughs,
however.
Perhaps the whole session was intended to be a non-antagonistic affair
between the President and the press, but nothing new was learned during
the hour The time was merely used by President Nixon to promote his
new image.

teacher misconduct
I wish to call the attention of the
student body and lacully to the gross
unprofcssionulism displayed by Dr.
Arlo I) Hoggs, professor of chemistry,
on Nov 18 ot this year.
Mr Itoggs has the annoying habit ot
requiring that all seats be filled
completely trom (ronl to back No
empty seats are tolerated

The press has always been a prime critic of Nixon's secrecy and when
its members had a chance to get some answers Saturday night they just
sat back and enjoyed themselves.
Unfortunately, the joke was on them.

agreement reached

SINCE THIS is rather ludicrous,
students tend to comply However, on
the 1Mb, noticing a gap in his seating
arrangement. Mr Hoggs ordered the
last row ot students to leave the class
as an example
I was sufficiently shocked by his
lentei My, but was more shocked as the
bewildered students, proceeded to
leave
I immediately felt the urge to launch
a fierce invective in their bohall, but
like Ihe rest ot Hie sheep, allowed
myself to be intimidated

Diplomacy between Student Body Organization ISBO) officers and the
group circulating petitions last week for the recall of SBO President Bill
Arnold has wisely prevented any rash moves which may have occurred
bad both groups not met together
The petitions have been destroyed and payment has been stopped on
checks that would have given six of UsttaMng's officers (260 each.
The petitioners said their only concern was the manner in which SBO
handled the fee waiver issue. As far as the fee waiver issue is concerned,
the petition drive succeeded
Arnold's recall wouldn't have solved the real problem of SBO officers
allocating themselves pay.
»"5tJ>
^^ '
The SBO Bylaws have been ammended to give'inf students the power,
if they see fit, to vote on actions taken by SBO s steering committee.
Both groups deserve to be commended for working together on a
solution and preventing the controversy from getting even more out of
hand.
Hopefully, a precedent has been set to avoid future misunderstandings
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I DECIDED instead to utilize this
newspaper His behavior cannot be
tolerated!
He displayed once before Ins general
disregard for student rights when he
expelled two students trom his class
during winter quarter of 1872 tor
supposed misbehavior

|*U> HAMT YflO K^

NEXT Question (semEf'teM,

I PPfWT S€E V4«nER6ATH
CCHW& ESttUER....,

SINCE I found the whole incident to
be rather distasteful. I hope, better
yet, I demand that appropriate action
be taken to prevent such violations in
the future.
Alan I'lona
233 W Merry St

communism
Concerning the appearance of the
spokesman for 'Scientific Socialism"
at HG. I say he and others with less
prominence, such as I)r (Irani Cooper
at UA1.K. who is a member of the
Progressive Labor 1'arty. I might add
are nothing but low-grade fools
St-icntific Socialism is Communism
MUST I elaborate1 Not a word
more"
Hut I will. Communism is an
intellectual straightjacket plus a
disease of perverted thinking. So much
tor Mr Stokely Carmichael.
Then the term paper tiger, his key
phrase was invented by Mao
DESTROY
Communism, not
Capitalism That is my key point and
phrase l)o you agree'' Or do you think

•>

in" ANTICIPATOR CF YOUR.

The students were subsequently
reinstated by the Student Arbitration
Board It is the students who must
determine teaching quality at this
university.
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President Nixon has asked people not
to drive alone in their cars where any
"pooling" is possible. Yet he has twice
taken off alone in his jet for Key
Biscay ne just recently--his aides had to
take a later flight, like the press
When he flies by helicopter to Camp
David, a car has regularly chauffered
his Irish Setter up to keep him dumb
company. We are told he is going to fly
his jet at a slower speed, and turn down
the heat in all four of his palaces.
But why can't he shut up a palace or
two for the duration of the crisis, and
stop governing us from the air?
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I read your editorial of Nov 14th
with respect to the revision of county
housing regulations with considerable
astonishment

The reasons for this view have been
articulated to members of the BG
News, most recently to Kathi llatton

councilmen to whom I had talked
favored the idea
I cannot speak for what action
Council will actually take 1 have only
one vote.

You state in effect, that "1 have not
made my own position clear" with
respect to the provision of funds for
more effective enforcement of the
regulations within the city of Bowling
Green

THE REASONS include factors such
as having comparable housing on both
sides of the city limits, access to the
established expertise of the County
Health Department, and the
availability of more than one inspector
during times when multiple complaints
are filed

However, in order to clarify to the
editors something that is obvious to
any casual observor of City Council. I
favor appropriation of city funds to pay
the salary and expenses of an
additional housing inspector on the
staff of the Wood County Health
Department, whose primary duties
will focus upon the city of Bowling
Green
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HOW CLEARLY can this be done'' It
was my idea to take this route in the
first place
Not only have I participated
personally in rewriting specific
provisions of the new regulations, but
:t was primarily at my suggestion that
the county rather than the city be Ihe
enforcing agency

If this effort was not primarily to
benefit Bowling Green, why else would
a city councilman be involved''
WHEN I was asked what City
Council would do about providing funds
for an additional inspector, I answered
as honestly as I could
Those

Read "1 accuse Mao" by Miss Yuan
for the truth-facts, not Carmichael
propaganda It's available from me for
»125
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perry. Ohio 44061

athletics
I wholeheartedly agree with what
Jack C Burgess II said in his letter to
the editor of November 13, that
academic quality should determine the
reputation of a school rather than
athletic prowess
Athletes represent themselves, not
the school.
ALTHOUGH athletic teams are an
important part of lite, they arc not the
reason for having universities, but are
extra-curricular activities
While I believe in awarding some
grants lor outstanding athletic ability.
I certainly hope that the vast majority

of grants and scholarships go to
students with outstanding academic or
musical ability
After all, what is a university for'
David I iiehall
JJ9Conklin

please return!
To Pistol Pete" and his friends
1 would just like to say to the guys
who were shooting basketball with the
two girls in the south gym of the
Women's Building last Monday night at
6 45 p.m.. PLEASE return my
basketball with the lettering on it.

JUST TURN it in to the stockroom
and no questions will be asked I can't
afford to pay $26 for a new ball
Thanks1

Jo Anne Brause
311 McDonald East

let's hear from you
The B(i News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains Ihe right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 109
University Pall.

government in the air

THE PEOPLE provide their ruler
with a posh mansion well-equipped for

•me BG news

Mao and Dr Carmichael are correct0

(SHOULD this be notarized, or do
you want the original tapes?)
Thomas D. Anderson
4th Ward Councilman
Bowling Green

the performance of his duties. Mr.
Nixon has treated the White House like
a mere greeting room, doing his actual
work in one of five other places
The Oval Office ranks sixth in his
hierarchy of spots he likes to be
President from
The princely "security" furnishings
of San Clemente and Key Biscayne
have rightly been criticized. It is one
thing to admit that the President
deserves a vacation now and then.
BUT THESE are not vacation spotsas Hyannisport or the Johnson ranch
clearly were. They are more the
centers of government than the White
House itself; so we get a needless
proliferation of full working apparatus
in both places.
When Nixon wanted to hear a
specific tape, out in San Clemente, be
ordered it sent out by plane, like King
Timahoe riding alone up to Camp
David.
One ot Nixon's fallen aides said that
the President could not stand the Oval
Office because it has too many
windows.
HE IS an agoraphobe, who does not
like space around him-all that room
for eyes to peer in, that territory his
own eyes must scan.
To concentrate, be must go into a
corner, be alone with his blazing fire
and his dog, or at moat have a "one on
one" conversation, coping with a single
auditor, not having to check his

responses in the multiple equation of
others' reaction to others as well as to
him.
So the long retreat began -from the
Oval Office to the Lincoln sitting
room; then from the White House itself
to the Executive Office Building. Or up
to the mountain in Maryland. Off to one
tip of America. Key Biscayne. Or
across the whole continent to the other
coast, with water the only way to get at
him
IDEALLY, be can go to Robert
Abplanalp's island. Grand Cay. where
no one can penetrate.
We have an offshore government
these days. Nixon gets as far from the
country as be can. to govern it as from
alien territory.
If the Constitution would permit it,
he might be ruling us from a Swiss alp.
talking only to Bebe Rebozo, who
would talk only to Howard Hughes.
AS THE Hughes case illustrates,
solitude can do strange things to a
man. Even the Nixon aides, whipping
across the sky in their jets from one
isolated palace to another (like those
order-tubes zinging around the ceiling
of old-style department stores), lose
touch with the country.
The presidential staff was amazed at
people's reaction to the Cox firing.
When you think of the world as
permanently hostile, It la hard to
recognize the fact that new enmities
are arising.
After a while the true recluse no
longer knows whether it is night or day
outside
INSIDE, after all, everything la
always the same-the dog. the doglike
few devoted lackeys, the blazing fireand no windows to hold an unknown
terror.
Capyrlgbt, UTS, Universal
Syndicate
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'Distrust outweighs confidence'

Percy urges political participation
Sen Charles H Percy tRIII.) said Friday night he
thinks the American people
have lost confidence in the
political system, bu* urged
his audience not to turn its
back on politics
Speaking to about 700
persons
in
the
Grand
Ballroom. I'nion. Percy, a
prospect
lor
the
1976
Republican nomination for
President, said the low voter
turnout
throughout
the
country in this month's
general
elections
represented a vote of no confidence
in the American
political system
The returns point all too
clearly to the damage done
to the Republican Party by
Watergate and
related
scandals of (he past year,"
he said
The people's
distrust oi politicians now
outweighs the public's con
lidence in the ability ol our
polilical system to produce
much needed change
In urging his audience nol
to ignore politics. Percy
emphasized ihe impact of
public response In the linng
o( Archibald lev Watergate
special prosecutor, anil (he
resignations of Ml) lien
Elliot I. Richardson and

A fir* in a storage bin at the University power
plant caused a shutdown of tho main bailor and
activation

of

two

other

boilers.

As

a

result,

excessive smoke billowed from the smoke stacks
throughout Friday afternoon.

Fire, boiler shutdown
results in heavy smoke
Heavy black smoke hung
over the campus Friday
because of a coal fire in a
storage
bin
in
the
University's power plant,
according to
Al Lance,
supervisor of the power
plant
I .in..
said coal being
stored in a bunker caught on
lire and had to be removed
Consequently,
the main
boiler could not be used and
two other boilers had to be
put
into
operation
to
maintain
high
steam
pressure
I'ntil these boilers were
hot an excess of thick, black
smoke billowed oul the
plant's smoke stacks. Lance
said
A spokesman for the Ohio
Environmental
Protection
\gency lEPAl said the
agency received
"one or
two" complaints on Friday
about (he excessive smoke
emission
Several of us lat the

The

HUTCH PET
SHOP

EPA > went to lunch and
noticed the smoke about
noon, he said
At 3 pin
the smoke was still coming
oul heavily
The EPA called the power
plant to Investigate, he said
They told us at the plant
that there was a fire in a
coal storage bin and they
had
to switch
to
two
different boilers to maintain
high steam pressure." he
said
The excessive smoke
was caused by trying to

bring them i" rapacity too
soon, the EPA spokesman

said
Smoke is merely uncombusteil carbon They > Ihe
boilers i
were
he i ng
in.mini/ell too quickly to
complete the combustion
process
properly,"
he
added
Lance said thai Friday's
problem was caused b> an
enwrgenc)
conditiori and
was only a
temporary
situation

deputy Atty Gen William S
Ruckelshaus
THE SENATOR said his
office has received more
than 25.000 pieces of mail
regarding the incident since
Oct 20
It
was the kind of
enormous public response,''
he said,
that lorced the
President to promise to
release the White House
tapes, to appoint a new
special prosecutor and to
select someone ol
the
caliber and indeeendence ol
i Sen William i Saxbe iROfuoi to be Ihe new Attorney
General.
"We've seen the most
powerlul man on earth
respond to public opinion."
Percy said
He said 1973 has been a
year
ol
many
positive
political developments in
spue oi Watergate
The election ol black
mayors in major American
cities
Congressional
passage ol ihe War Powers
Act over Nixon's veto and
Senate
action on Congressional budgel relorm
legislation were significant
achievements, Percj said
HE CREDITED students
with bringing about major
changes in the American
political system
Percy
said
students
provided the impetus in Ihe
civil tights movement ol Ihe
i!*fiOs by traveling to ihe
South to help blacks register
to vote
He also s.nd students were
instrumental in the adoption
oi environmental laws
Percy
appealed
to
Students to gel involved in
politics
purge the bad
politicians and elect the
good ones
Petition the
government.
he
said
Help lobby lor legislation
and vote
"This is no time to 'cop
out," Percy said
The
country needs yon all too
much lor you to give up on
America

Domino's
Pizza
Fast, Free Delivery
352-5221

AFTER HIS 23-minute
speech.
Percy
answered
written questions solicited
Friday Irom students in
classes and in the Union He
said
Campaign expenses-His
campaign contributions are
screened and no corporation
funds are accepted.Nlxoo-fhe President has
three choices:
full disclosure,
resignation
or
impeachment "I prefer full
and total and complete
disclosure "
The special
Watergate
prosecutor
should
face
Senate
confirmation
Rep. Gerald Ford«"From
everything I have seen to

date, 1 will' vote for Ford's
confirmation
as
vice
president "I think he has all
the
qualifications
necessary "
Gas rnllontag-A high tax
_on gasoline is not desirable
because it would penalize
persons with low incomes A
50-mile-per hour speed limit
should be enforced and stiff
taxes
levied
on
the
manulacture of automobiles
that consume large amounts
of gasoline "Let the gasguzzling dinosaurs pay Ihe
tax."
Presidential aspirations"I'm certainly taking a good
look at it, but it's difficult to
envision my capturing the
nomination
I am not a
declared candidate "

Eavtroameatal cootrols"1 think there is no reason in
the world why we shouldn't
accelerate research so we
can use high sulphur coal
without
damaging
the
environment "

cation
is going
to be
absolutely essential " But
federal aid should be a "last
resort" alter stale, alumni
and private funds have been
tapped

Suad-by air fares-He was
the author of the original bill
to put student fares into law,
and said it also should apply
to senior citizens and the
physically handicapped

Defense •pending -Then
should be reductions, but 1
don't believe in the meal
axe approach I (eel you ve
got to go in with a rifle
shot " Officer rotations and
limousine use should be
reduced

Middle East-He expressed "cautious optimism that
the knotty details can be
worked out "

false I

Federal assistance to
higher edaeatlon-"For the
most
part,
lederal
assistance to higher edu-

SST-It s

the

Peacetime Army- 1 CO
sponsored legislation for a
peacetime
army
with
increased pa> It increases
the cost, but I think in Ihe
right way

newsnotes
Suez shootout
lAI'i Israel reported killing an
Egyptian soldier in a Suez shootout
yesterday
and
an
Egyptian
spokesman warned more clashes will
erupt unless Israeli forces pull back
to the Oct. 22 truce lines
Egyptian spokesman Gen. lzz
Kddin Mukhtar said in Cairo the
Israelis were "constantly violating
the cease-fire to improve their
positions "
Israel said the Kgyptian soldier
was killed near the Suez Canal and
spokesmen in Tel Aviv claimed
Kgypt has opened lire or tried to
advance live times furing Ihe day

Uprising
ATHENS tAPI - Soldiers and
troops rounded up scores ol youths
and workers in a soccer stadium
yesterday following student-led riots
that left II persons dead and at least
148 persons injured

Those apprehended-half of them
construction workers and 1IK-.I1 union
leaders, according to one high
official-were taken to the stadium
lor questioning, then released or
taken to jails
The number jailed was undisclosed
The arrests appeared to indicate
students won at least some support
11 in workers in their bid last week to
topple the army-backed regime led
by President George Papadopoulos

Palace bombed
PHNOM PENH (API • The palace
compound ol Cambodian President
l.on Nol was bombed yesterday for
the second time in nine months by one
of his own fighter planes, but he and
his family were reported unharmed.
Three other persons were killed
and 10 injured, witnesses said
Cambodian guards in bunkers and
at the U.8. Embassy about 300 yards
away fired wildly in all directions
Young girls strolling on the sidewalk
in Iront of the embassy, screamed

and ran when the firing broke oul
The bombs were dropped by a
Cambodian air force lighter on a
bombing mission to Phiioni Penh s
southern perimeter. 10 miles south of
the capital, military sources at
Cambodian headquarters said

Veterans
WASHINGTON (Al'i
Vietnam
veterans probably will receive an
increase ths year in educational
benefits, but it won't be as much as
expected, says the chairman ol the
House Veterans Alfairs Committee
Rep William Jennings Bryan Itorn
tD-S.C I. chairman of the committee,
says he wants to pare the boost to Gl
Bill benefits from 13 6 per cenl to 8
percent
He said his committee soon will
consider a bill raising monthly
payments
to
single
veterans
attending school from 1225 to J250 per
month, with proportional increases to
other veterans
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Lonely?...
We have
Tarantulas &
Boas, to fill
the gap
in your heart!
32 1 S. Prospect
334-9603

c^-V (if«M R .% 1
K-i leads*, denser
open7:30am to900pm
Moo thru F n

MYCLEMMG:
In by 10:00 A.M.
out by 4:00 P.M.
The place tt uod
tat jmr wash
shirts.
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110 E. Napoleon
353-8212

Love tap
From one beer lover to another.

flying

It's not any one thing that makes a Big Mac taste great.
But a lot of delicious things put together.
Isn't that interesting?

■ McDona
onaids
l
1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. W00STER
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Pro-life group fights legal abortion
By Evelyn Tovar
When does life begin'' At
the moment of conception''
Al 10 days. 12 weeks. H
months" At hirth'
Human U(C begins at the
moment
of
conception
according to members si the
Foundation
lot
Life
in
Toledo
"The letus is not sonic
thing like a liiigciii.nl that a
woman clips olf
It's a
human
being."
Peggy
Bolgei director ol this pro
life society, said
The pro-life movement in
Ohio is divided inlu three
areas The legislative ma,

headed by the Ohio High! to
Life Society, works to cur
tail bills that stop the right
to life
SOCIETIES
such
as
Heartbeat and Birthright in
Inled" provide alternatives
to abortions giving financial,
psychological
and
material aid to women who
decide to nave 'hen babies
The
educational
area,
headed in Northwest I line, by
the Koundalion lor I.lie.
informi the public on pn^
life ISMiea
IMii purpose is no more
than providing all the fact!
concerning abortions, mercy
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- OUT OF SIGHT!
Phi Kappa Psi Congratulates
Its Newly Elected Officers:

killings, etc.," Bolger said
"People believe what is
legal is correct," she continued
"If people would
know what abortion is. they
would probably decide
against it."
The organization began in
1970 as the Toledo Chapter of
the Ohio Hight to Life
Society In 1972. the group
decided the educational area

was more important and
broke away from the Right
to Life
Society.
Their
present name was acquired
last September.
THERE ARE about 10.000
members in northwest Ohio
The foundation is all
volunteer except for Bolger
and her secretary. The 52
foundation speakers take

Review by
I i .ink Johnson
Hilly Preston has always
been one ol those performers who never* runs
around with the untalented.
During
the past year
alone. Preston has appeared
on albums with Carole King.
Sly Stone. Harbra Streis.ind.
Hingo Starr.
Qeorge
Harrison and Cheech &

(hong
And
how
many
people can you name who
huve appeared on albums of
both the Rolling Stones and
the Beatles
Preston certainly has been
around with the biggies, and
for good
reason
Hilly
Preston certainly is versitile. very able to work keyboards and diverse compositions
His new album. "Every-

Party system topic of lecture
Black socialist Norman Oliver will speak on the
bankruptcy Ol the two party system 9 p in Monday in 105
llanna Hall
Oliver was the I',i7:i Socialist Workers party candidate for
mayor ol New York City He stressed community control of
the black and Latin communities in his campaign
His speech is sponsored b> lite Black Student Union, the
Ethnic Studies Program and the Voting Socialist Alliance It
is tree and open to Ihe public
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information is backed up.
"If people listen to us and
still agree on abortion, then
they're saying life is relative
and there is a time when one
can
take
it,"
Bolger
explained
ABORTION
is
never
acceptable, not in cases of
rape nor possible defective
births.she said

Preston demonstrotes versatility

Pres. - Chuck Jones
Treas. - Gene Martini

their story to the people,
giving facts to classes,
women's groups and community organizations.
In November, a mass
communication
program,
including
television
and
newspaper advertising, will
begin
"We don't feel we have to
shock people into listening to
us." Bolger said "All our

We Want It, Uh-huh!
Thd Fuzzies

body Likes Some Kind of
Music" (A&M 3526), goes
from synthesized rock to
tl.isMr.il in a dozen tunes
Yet even with the wide
rjnge uf musical tastes on
the album. Preston still gets
compared to others
PRESTON gets compared
to Stevie Wonder, another
black keyboardist who continually makes his way into
the rock scene as well as
soul
Wonder,
like
Preston,
(omposes his own songs,
does the singing, performs
on a number of instruments.
and now Preston has started
to play bass guitar, in a
seemingly attempt to keep
up with Wonder
Musically. Preston has
left the sameness of sound
that prevailed from his last
two albums Still, a lot goes
back to his previous singles

successes
Space Race" is the first
single off this album, going
back to Outa Space" from
two records ago. "My Soul is
a Witness" is a rockin

gospel thing, much like his
last albums "Will it go
Kound in Circles."
The real obnoxious one.
though, is the title cut.
Though short (a little over a
minute with the reprise less
than a half minute), this
track trys to entice the listener
"Everybody Likes Some
Kind of Music." it goes and
then proceeds to give a few
bars of Preston s rock,
gospel, jazz and classical
It's truly fortunate that the
reprise stops at rock

">«"« CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Surprised
exclamation.
S Play lh« leading
role.
9 Namely.
14 Top quality.
15 Hoit.
16 Period.
17 Heavenly relay
point.
19 Quay.
20 Depot abbr.
21 Some »ov. Mild
one*.
22 City on the Rio
Grande.
S3 Beauile.
25 Pritna donna.
26 Raiiea.
27 Study of middleeastern rollure.
31 "For
house
is hi> ra»tle . "
34 Town near
Nancy.
35 Constellation.
36 Baseball great
37 Olive genus.
38 Daydream*
40 Eat> ■wtii
41 FJerlriral mea-

42
43
44
47
50
51
53
54
56
57
58
59
60
61
1
2
3
4
.i
6
7
8
i
10
11

suring device.
man • everyone).
Singles.
Pooh's friend.
Italian title.
Storage place.
-avis.
The best people.
Chitchat.
Hindu in.inI
Ancient
inscription.
Supposition
Parsonage.
Borodin'* prince.
Little brother,
at times.
DOWN
Old Norwegian
warship.
Miser'* lot.
Cave: Poet.
Golfer's peg.
Dieter** Maple*.
Shopworn.
Portion*:'Ahht
Grain.
i itv in l«rael.
Ready for a
destined function.
t'*ed a loom.

12 Decorated a cake.
13 Aaron Burr's
daughter.
18 Masks: Fr.
22 Citrus fruits.
24 Time periods.
25 France's saint.
27 More positive.
28 That: Lat.
29 Ball of thread.

30 A famous seven.
31
32
33
34
36
39
40
42
44
45
4ft
47
*8
19
50
52
54
55

Beside*.
Legend, of a sort.
Biblical plain.
Idles.
Puer's parent.
Colombus, for
one.
Russian writer.
Steering device.
Type of concerto.
Dodge.
Delft speciallv.
Sow together.
There is: Fr.
Menolli's first
name.
Complacent.
(lard game.
Hindu title.
Part of an
iceberg.

AND BEFORE 1 forget,
this album introduces Preston's new back-up group.
The (iod Squad This trio of
semi-novices is keyboard
oriented with two more
added to Preston's, one
being Hubert Hames Heard,
a dude from Cincinnati
The last player is a drummer, and the combination
could
be
interesting,
especially since Preston has
gone to playing bass and is
no doubt working on other
instruments

Charity drive sets record
The University' I97:i Crusade ol Mercy Drive not only
reached its goal- $l».700 but also sel new records
This year's total was $24,387. an increase of nearly S7.000
over last year's total, according to Mrs William Schmelt/.
campus chairman ol Ihe drive

ANSWER 10
PREVIOUS

She said this is the first year the University has met the
Toledo Crusade oi Mercy goal, as well as reaching a higher
fund total than the University of Toledo, which raised
$23,792
The average gill ol the 647 University contributors was
$37 78

pumt

by Garry Trudeau
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Congratulations to:
Becky Albers
Sue Eck
Viv Giarrusso
Jill Groff

Tali Hudson
Dream On

Terr McFarland
Linda Nechvatel
Kathy Palasek
Peggy Rose
Carolyn Tindall
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. November 20. 1973
All Damsels wtio plan to attend Mrs Moore's party
December 6th are reminded to leave their name and
number with Mrs llammill in the BG News office as
soon as possible
The Student Council lor (exceptional Children will be
taking 1.1) children from Mary Immaculate School to
'Children's 'Vonderland" and the Toledo Zoo on
Sunday. December 2nd Interested members should
contact Dug Funnel J72 3453 Drivers are needed
Today is the last day lor applying for membership in
Sigma Tau Delta. English Honorary
Pick up
application forms in the English Office. 202-E
t'niversily Hall Return them to Tom Clein or Alice
Heim in Moseley, or to the English Dept

Canterbury Inn
Now Presenting

Monday. November 26.1073

Monday Night
Football Special

The Black Student Union. Ethnic Studies Program,
and Young Socialist Alliance, present Norman Oliver,
black candidate for mayor of New York in 1973.
speaking on the bankruptcy of the two party system,
tonight at S pm la 106 Hayes Hall

Tuesday is
Welfare Night

The B US tl Sailing Club will bold beginners and
advanced sailing lessons The lessons are open to all
who are interested in learning or improving sailing
skills 7 pm 203 Hayes Hall

Tuesday. November 27. 1973

3 for 1
on Wednesday
3 for 1 and 2 for 1
on Thursday
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Friday and Saturday
Entertainment Nightly

k
m_

Ty

Plus Live Band
HAPPY HOURS FRI. 2-6

- FEATURING -

>^y

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
1? VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sal.
7:30-1
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00
li; KANT WlMlSTr.lt
RWljl KTIUMIM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
BBuFk^aa1 S

Elljlv

>!

mm

~™

Active Christians Today on BGSU wdl hold a
Christian Fellowship Meeting tonight at 71 X pm in
the Faculty Lounge of the Union
The Sociology Undergraduate Interest Group will bold
a meeting tonight at 5 30 pm ui the Perry Room of
the Union
The Photo Club will meet tonight at 7 pm in room 100
of the Business Administration Building
International Programs World Students Association
will hold a meeting today from 1-4 pm. in the
International Lounge in the basement of Williams
Hall

RIDES

* expense, Paul 362-4072

Ride
available
to
Rochester, New York for
T.G Leave Tues Nov
20th Call 362 5029 after >
P*n

Ride needed to and from
southern Florida Thanks
giving break Wdl share
driving aad upcasts
Call Voai. 42J-S422
collect

Naed ride to and from
LA. Calif Christmas
break Will share driving

LOOT AND rtXINP
Reward!

For

br.
wallet left in
Carnation Km
11/13
Call 362-9121 or take to
Campus Security
No
questions

HELP WANTED
Need a job during the,
Christmas vacation- in
Toledo Call 262-2010 102 If qualified could lead
to part-tune work during
quarter
Domino's is now hiring
drivers Must be 18 and
have car 81 70 plus com
mission S62-622I
Attractive young girls
needed as waitresses 21
and over. Apply in person
at Dixie Electric Co 674Writers, photographers.
artists, journalists, and
anyone else interested in
working
on
Exit
Magaxine. a new weekly
publication in the Toledo
area, please contact Exit
Publications. PO Box
26. Bowling Green. Ohio
Ph 363-6722
WANTED
1 female roommate to
share apartment al 649
6th St with 2 other black
girls immediately Call
362-7185 or 363-1781
Apt. mate needed winter
quarter Call 362-8673
1 female roommate for
winter and spring
quarters Village Green
Apartments Call Eileen.
361-1107

3624261
1 female roommate (or
winter and spring
quarters Kent 160 mo
Call 364-3726
During
Thanksgiving
vacation
call 626-5272

Corner ot !> I ollege and
Napoleon Rd
Kit. congratulations on
taking 2nd place in
wrestling I'm so very
proud of you Your loving
Little Sis. LE

Fm rmmate needed immediately or for winter
and spring quarter - own
room 352-6268

Omicron Bigs, it's been a
GR-R-R-EAT year'
Happy
Anniversary
1*1. Your Littles

Need M rmmles WlcS
for bse 2 blcks Inn emps
Call 364-4014
lmmed
occup

Congrats AEPis on your
fantastic hockey victory
Keep swingin those
sticks Love - Your Little
Sisses

Male roommate for 2bed apt 362-4218

SERVICES OFFERED
Reliable Abortion Service 24 hour service
Clinic close to area. 1 to
24 week terminated by
licensed certified obstetrician gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will be made with
no hassle Call collect
216-6311657
Need help? Call CHRIST
UNE 362-0379 any hour,
any day
THANKSGIVING
PRESENTS
Last
Chance THE WORKING
HAND
CRAFT
CENTER 515 Conneaut
Closed November 22nd
Need tutoring' Latin.
Greek, ancient history,
beginning
French,
German. English camp ,
poetry
352 8002
evenings Reasonable

Another Gamma Phi
Engagement'
Joyce
congratulations and best
wishes lo you and Mark'
Your Sisters
It's
about
time
"Pinkie1" Congrats
Alpha Sigs on your
victory over the Kappa
SUJS
Congratulations Big
Brother Ron and Diane
on your
lavaliering
Love, Little Dunn

FOR SALE
Used furniture 4 appliances Largest dealer in
the area. Also new
furniture at prices you
can afford Kline's Used
Furniture 4 Antiques.
101 Main St icorner
Mam t Rt 231. Rising
sun. Ohio.

PERSONALS

Volvo - 144S. 1970 Mint
condition, must sell! 352
8*68 after 4:00

1 female roommate to
share apt with 2 other
girls Call 352-MT6

Happy Birthday Janet. I
miss you terribly Love.
Ruth us

18(8 Cadillac convertible
Must sell. 8760 CaU after
9 pm 362-4376.

2 f. for 4-man apt. for
win It spr quarter. 2
min from campus Call

KloU Flower Farm All
types of green plants,
potting soil, and pots.

4 TR6 wire wheels and 3
adaptors Call
after 6 00.
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Skaters drop two encounters to Lakers
By
Glover
By Mart
MartGtov
«
Asststaal
Sports HW
Editor
Asststaal Sports
Apparently Ron Mason
has been doing his job a
little too well for the past
seven years
During that time, Mason
occupied himself by building
a strong hockey program at
Lake Superior State College
(LSSCI
After making the Lakers a
prominent power in the
midwest. Mason decided to
take the coaching job at

Bowling
Green this put
Bowling Green
summer
after former
Falcon mentor Jack Vivian
left for a position with the
Cleveland Crusaders.
Last weekend.
Mason
returned with his Falcon
squad to his old Lakerland
stomping grounds
THE LAKERS were ready
and waiting for their former
coach Tbey proceeded to
give Mason a few doubts as
to why be ever left Sault St
Marie. Mich

In tot
tbe two-game serin.
series.
Lake Superior bounced the
BG skaters. 5-3 Friday night
and 7-5 Saturday evening
"They're damn tough to
beat at home." said Mason
in the aftermath of the two
contests "I realize that now
more than I did when I was
there lal Lake Superior) "
Friday night saw Lake
Superior's Pullar Stadium
jumping
with
partisan
excitement
About
1,700
patrons and a pep band

the atmosphere a
made tbe
roaring inferno of noise
After a scoreless first
period, LSSC established the
format for the remainder of
the serin Goals by Kim
Gellert, Jim Piech and Marc
Guardreault
put
the
Michigan
team
in
a
commanding position
Ironically, the only score
by BG in the second period
was by Doug Ross who is a
Lake Superior transfer
In the second stanza.
Koger Archer was decked by

a shot from the point
point. The
Tbe
grittv junior defenseman
drfenseman
gritty
returned in Ihe third period
sporting a severe gash on his
forehead
ROSS opened the third
period with a BG tally and
then the roof fell in as Laker
goals by John Tweedle and
Gellert put the game out of
reach Steve Ball's late tally
for the Falcons made Ihe
final 5-3
Although Archer was able
to continue playing. Bruce
Woodhouse was nol so lucky
The torn knee ligaments he
suffered in the first match
will keep
Woody" out of
action for at least three
weeks
Brian Celentano.
who
replaced
the
injured
Woodhouse on the line,
opened Saturday evenings
action with a goal that put
BO ahead tor the first tune
in the series
LSSC came storming luck
with
tallies from Julio
Francella
ami
Denny
Bolton John Stewart's goal
ended
the
frantic
first
period
with
the score
deadlocked 2-2

leers continue road trek;
play 4 games in 6 days
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
Like the weary settlers on
the old Wagon Train" television series, the Bowling
Green hockey team has a
long trail ahead
In the lie vi six nights, the
Falcon skaters must play
four games on the road
Tonight. BG clashes with
Kensselaer
Polytechnic
Institute 'lil'l
in Troy.
NY Friday and Saturday
the Falcons play a weekend
series with New Hampshire
THE TOl'GH schedule
saved the best until last"
as the skaters end the road
trip with nationally-ranked
Boston University Sunday
night
This action comes in the
aftermath of the icers' two

losses last weekend to Lake
Superior State College (5-3
Friday
night
and
7-5
Saturday night >
In addition, the skaters
will function without the
services
of
right-winger
Bruce Woodhouse who sustained torn ligaments in his
knee
during
the disappointing series with the
Lakers
For Falcon mentor Ron
Mason, who hoped to win
four ol the ciucial six games
on the road, the situation in
the immediate future looks
grim
We re jumping out of the
frying pan right into the
fire." said Mason after he
lost two contests at Lake
Superior when he hoped to
win at least one
Nobody was going to
argue with the outspoken

mentor on this point, bul the
question was how the team
would function on the road
"We've got to stay happy
and slay up. said Mason
After all. when this road
trip ends, only about a third
ol our season wilt be behind
us "
MASON also knows th.at
the i i H v
playoffs roll
around in March BG won
the playoffs last year even
though they posted a 16-19
season slate
"1 really feel that we are a
young
team.
continued
Mason We're young in goal
and
we're
young
on

defense
The youthful squad will
get valuable experience on
this trip that will help in
future games and luture
seasons as well

Announcing
The Double Dough
Pizza from Domino's
For an extra thick crust that'll really fill you up,
you're charged only 40$ more for a small
(12") and 60$ more for a large (16") pizza.
352-5221

Domino's - The Pizza People, Period.

Mason also knows ih.n
once a player has played on
a certain rink before, it is a
lot easier 10 play on il the
second time
If the skaters do nothing
else spectacular on the
demanding road trip to the
Fast over the Thanksgiving
holidays,
they
will
be
building toward the future
with a young squad
With
some
road
experience,
the
younger
players could emerge limn
the trip as wise "veteran

Hich
Nagai put
Ihe
Falcons
ahead
midway
through the thud Mania
with a goal What followed
was an outstanding show by
Gellert and Tweedle lor
Lake Superior

The two Lakers scored
coals apiece
aniece in Ihe
ih>> time
turntwo goals
remaining Falcon goals by
Ross and Jack ljine were
added to the final tally of 7
5

IT WAS the ultimate
triumph for Laker coach
Kick Coinle) as he beat his
former
boss
(Comley
starred under Mason tor
lour seasons al LSSCI
The only bright spot in the
gloom of the two defeats
was the play of freshman
goalie Mike 1.ml who had .in
outstanding 82 saves (or the
series
"We were nervous in the
lirst game,
said Mason
In those first two periods
when they were flying and

Hockey
tickets
Bowling Green students
are reminded that today
is the deadline for purchasing season Inn-key II)
cards
Hockey Ill's will remain
M sale through Tuesday In
Die Memorial Hall ticket
Office priced at IS each
ihe Memorial Mall ticket
office is open weekdays
from 9 a m until noon and
from 15 p in

we
we were
were nervous,
nervous, it
it was
was
kirut of
,>t rmioh
felt we
»■■■
kind
rough II felt
played well in the second
game
Mason was upset about the
loss of Woodhouse. especial
ly with the tough four-game
road trip ahead during the
Thanksgiving holidays
We re a young team and
»p just want
to keep
#*» eee»»e»e####e#»e»—

improving,
improving, and
and we
we did
did sc
some
imnrnvina
..
1.
improving
at
Lake
Superior,"
said
Mason
looking back over the results
of the weekend
Perhaps
the
Falcon
mentor would have been
better off following ihe
advice of the famous writer.
Tom Wolfe "You can't go
home again
■**************+***********

Swami says:
Ohio Mate over Michigan by 3
Oklahoma over Nebraska by 10
Notre Dame over Air Force by 21
I'enn St. over Pittsburgh by 14
Alabama over LSI by 7
Sou them Cal. over UCLA by <
Arizona St. over Arisooa by 13
Krat over Central Michigan by 14
Toledo over Xavler by 2
Marshall over Ohio by 3
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STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS UNTIL CHRISTMAS FOR YOUR SHOPPIN

NORM EBORG, MGR.

1616 East Wooster Stadium Plaza Shopping Center
Phone 353-5727
OPEN WEEKDAYS 10-9 SATURDAYS 10-6 SUNDAYS 12-5
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In IW Nt^b&hood

Miles hits 1,000 yards
as Falcons win, 21-20
ByJackO'Brexa
Executive Sporls Editor

NMaptatebylMfMIM
Falcon tailback Paul MiUi Kamptn through an oponing in iho lino on a record

Record

tolling play. Tho senior running back gainod ihroo yatdi on Iho play lo
bocomo Iho third player in NCAA major college history to ruth lor 1,000 or
moro yard* in throo consecutive wowm
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Booters face St. Louis
By H.in I ...I I ivlil
Annum Sporls Keillor
Last year. Ih<- Falcons
boolers went lo Hie NCAA
quarterfinals lor the first
lime in their history They
played lln' NO I team in Ihe
nation. St Louis University,
and lost 2-0
This season, it's Ihe same
set up excepl ihe Bowling
Careen booters are belter
offensively
The
Falcons
would like to avenge List
year's laugher in which St
Louis iSLUl oulsho! Ihe
Falcons. 4:1 9
Just the thought of playing
the No I team in Ihe nation
last year scared the panls
oil most lit; players They
even admit it
We
were so
scared
agalnsl St Louis thai we
spent more lime on the held
worrying
about
their
passes
said
Iwo year
lorward Huh Cotton "All
we Wanted |0 do was to gel
into the tournament
St
Louis' passes were limed so
perfectly that ihey could
have played hlindlolded
Bob Quelker started » all
lor St I on baek in 1'.' .!< with
(200 and
Iwo scheduled
games with nearby coin
munilv colleges From those
dismal days he has hulll Iwo
soccer dynasties
Guelker brought NCAA
lilies in IMS, '60, 62, 63 and
I960
before
leaving
his
winning ways foi a Southern
Illinois
branch
campus
across the Mississippi Hiver

in Bdwardsville Since intro
ilucing soccer to sil Kd
M.udsville. Uuelkcr'srecord
has been a phenomonal, 61n
i

'Southern Illinois and Ihe
community colleges around
St Louis, all have done good
with SI Louis material."
■..ml
BG
coach
Mickey

Cochrane

'I've seen si

Louis play back in Ml. and
liom Hie reports they are
the same each ear llicv
don I change
Mill hew does a (cam like
Howling Green, a rising
power. Iieat a tram that has
constantly
won
NCAA
crowns let! and right?
We are nolllg lo have lo
give 100per cenl all ihe nine
out there, ' said Cochrane
l.asl ye.ir we were very
light, and I hope we aicn I
thai way Ibis yeai
"ST. LOUIS is certainly
not unbeatable, and we are
going lo have ii» generate
some lypc ol offense Ihis
yeai We couldn't even cross
the midhcld line lasl year
against them They have a
good goalie, and there really
isn'l a weak spol on ihe
whole learn
Ihe players Ihink Ihat SI
Louis isn'l as lou^h as Ihey
used lo he and Htooks said
Dial
Ihe
Hillikens have
peaked years ago and are
jus! riding on their past
Klory
Si
Louis
is
nol
immoii.il
said
senior

Swimming results
H> la, k li Hi .'/a
Executive Sports Kdilor
Sophomore Dave Ryland captured three events as ihe
lirown team came Iroin iM-hind lo nip the Orange spuad. 6359. in Ihe annual Itimling Green Ultra squad swim meet last
Friday at Ihe .Vil.iturium
Hyland. swimming lot the Brown team won the 1.000
yard freestyle with a time ol ui to ;i. the 200-yard buttcrily
in 2 07 3 and the 5tk>vard freestyle in '.i II 7 Ihe three
victory tunes were ultra squat! incel icords
"Kyland swam super tonight for this time of Ihe year."
said Falcon swim coach Tom Slubbs "I think he is going to
be a fine swimmer 1 leel thai this could be Ihe year he
blossoms out
All indiciums ate lhal he , Ryland I will be one of Ihe lop
swimmers in Ihe league this year.* he added
Trailing 54-53 going inlo ihe ini.il cenl ihe lirown relay
unit oi Larr) Cook, Larry Vocke, sieve Breithaupl and Rick
Carveth beat Ihe Orange team ol Joe Kleoowski. Jeff
Deeren. Jon Watts and Dean Ackron in the 400-vard
freestyle relay to win the meel
KLEBOWSKI. a senior co captain, garnered Iwo hrst
places during the evening He won ihe 50 yard freestyle in
22 4 seconds and Ihe 100-yard freestyle with a time ol 50 3
seconds
Freshman Jeff Leidel. representing the Orange learn,
captured the 200-yard individual medley in 2 15 Junior Hill
Bradburn. swimming for the Orange squad, won the 200yard backstroke in 2 IS 7 Senior Bill Wittenmyer. a
member of the Brown unit, took the 200-yard breaststroke in
2 27 7 Cook, a sophomore from Brooklyn Heights, garnered
first place in the 200-yard freestyle with a tune of 1 55 6
In Ihe diving competition, sophomore Jed Cole,
representing the winning Brown team, won both the onemeter required and optional events
The Orange unit of Dennis Krdelyi. Skip Snable. Bradburn
and Deeren raptured the 400-yard medlay relay in 3 56 6

halfback
Itarl
llayden
The)
are
capable ol
looking had. anil Ihe) did
againsi
Cleveland
Slate
SI.I lied CSC. I II
Catching the Hills oil
guard nue,hi not he too easy,
since Ihey have risen lo Ihe
occasion even year, wiih
nine championships lo show
lor their efforts
Two weeks ago SU' upsel
us bitter i Ival SICK, I II
The Cougars were unbeaten,
unscored upon anil ranked
No 1 in Ihe nation when the
Hills dumped tllcin
The I.ins on bolh sides ol
Ihe iiver are screaming For
Rematch 73," and IHUII
teams could he looking
ahead lo another showdown
ih.ii
attracted 20.112 in
liusch Stadium Nov '.)
"They ISLIU could have a
letdown
after
beating
Southern
said Brooks "I
Ihink si
Louis will be
looking over our heads for
another
rematch
with

Southern Illinois Their lans
will he
"Beating SI Louis is like
beating UCLA in basketball
oi Ohio State in football.'
s.nd Cochrane ' They are
the best there is There is
always that chance (o win.
.nut I hope we do They won I
he loo excited about playing
us. hui we'll IH* ready lor

them

Defensive
end
Dave
Turner made the gamesaving tackle as the Falcons
edged Northern Illinois. 2120, in a non-conference foolball game lasl Saturday
before 12.696 patrons at
DoytL Perry Field.
Huskie head coach Jerry
Ippoliti elected to try for a
win instead of a tie following
a
Mark
Kellar
17-yard
touchdown run with 5 06
remaining in the contest
Ippoliti called an option play
to tailback Jerry Latin lor a
two-point
conversion
attempt
The
Falcons
diagnosed the play perfectly
as Turner
nailed
Latin
before he could reach the
end /one
We gambled on that two
point conversion try by
Northern." said
Howling
Green
head
coach
Don
Nehlen "We fell they would
Co with ihe pitch Had they
t;one with Kellar up the
middle, we would have been
in trouble "
ll was [he second time this
season lhal an opposing
coach had chosen lo go lor
Ihe victory instead of a lie
agalnsl ihe Falcons
Marshall s
head
coach
.Ink Leiigyel went for a
touchdown
instead of a
Came lying
field
goal
attempt against HO three
games earlier
Lengyel'i
gamble also failed as the
Falcons nipped the Herd. 2421. in llunlinglon, W Va
Falcon
tailback
Paul
Miles became the third
player
in
major college
football history to gain 1.000
v.nds or more in three consecutive seasons on his 15th
carry ol thealternoon
Miles,
who needed 69
yards to reach the elite

plateau, accomplished the
feat with 31 seconds led in
the first half The six-foot
senior did it with a three
yard
run
up-the-middle
which gave him 71 yards at
thai point The action was
halted as the referee handed
coach Nehlen the record-setting football
MILES WAS honored at
halftime as his parents
received a color portrait of
him
In addition. Miles
jersey no
29 was permanently retired It was the
first time a Bowling Green
athlete's
number
was
retired in honor of the
player's achievements
We could have gotten
plaques or pictures, but we
felt retiring his jersey was
the ultimate tribute we
could pay to Paul." Mid
Nehlen
Miles finished the game
with 99 yards in 27 carries
He ended Ihe season with
1.030 yards and his collegiate
career with 3.239 yards
which places him ninth on
the all-time NCAA career
rushing list.

the momentum It's tough to
get it back "
Northern's
Kellar.
Ihe
nation's
leading
rusher
going into the game, gained
148 yards in 35 attempts and
scored two touchdowns His
two touchdowns gave him 16
(or the season, a Northern
Illinois team record
Kellar finished the year
with 1.719 yards, lourth best
on the NCAA single season
rushing charts The Carpentersville. III. cruncher
concluded
his
collegiate
career with 3.745 yards
rushing,
fourth
best
in
NCAA history

BG fullback Phil Polak set
a
personal
single-game
record as he gained 151
yards in 29 attempts. His
previous mark was 140 yards
in 16 carries against Kent
State last year
The
Falcons
appeared
headed (or a romp as they
led the Huskies. 21-7. al halftime However, the second
half
was
all
Northern
Illinois
as
the
Huskies
scored two touchdowns and
had one nullified because of
a pass interference call.
It i the officiating I was
terrible,
said Northerns
Ippoliti
'That one touchdown that was called back
alter our receiver caught
the ball was a terrible call
It
couldn't
have
been
offensive interference The
officials were even arguing
about the play "

"WE

WEREN'T

Bowling Greens scoring
included a two-yard run by
Polak, a 19-yard pass from
Hal Watz to Roger Wallace
and a 13-yard run by Watz
Don Taylor added three
extra point conversions
Thus,
the
Falcons
conclude their 1973 football
campaign with a 7 3 overall
record It is the best BG
team mark since 1965 The
Huskies finish the season
with a disappointing 6-5
slate

very

good that second half.'' said
Nehlen
We sure had a
struggle
We
lost
our
momentum in the second
hall You know once you lose

Basketball exhibition
Cornelius Cash and Mark Carlwnght will be on opposite
sides Tuesday, Nov 27. when the Bowling Green basketball
learn holds its Hall of Fame ultra squad exhibition game
at 7 301'M in Anderson Arena
The Falcon team will lie divided evenly with assistant
coach lloh Hill directing one squad and assistant coach Don
Purvis n flic opposing helm
Tickets lor the game are fl lor students and $2 lor adults
and can be purchased al Ihe gate Ihe night ol Ihe game
Students bidding basketball ID cards will be admitted to ihe
game by showing their IDal ihe gate
How line lit ecu will open US icgul.ii season .icamsl
MacMurray al 7 :u> p.m Saturday, Dec I al Anderson
\rena

SOUTH SIDE SIX:
STOP IN AND SELECT
A BOTTLE OF YOUR FAVORITE WINE
FOR YOUR THANKSGIVING DINNER!

Mssstajhess be ssgkph Whk
Leader

Northern Illinois fullback Mark Kellar attempts •• break away
from the grasp of Falcon defensive end Dave Turner during
lasl Saturday's contest.

i
i

HOWARD'S I
COLD BEER
Fine Tunes

BOOZE
No Cover

♦

Tonite & Tomorrow Nite
Nov. 20 & 21

City Skies
Saturday & Sunday
Nov. 24 & 25

Happy Thanksgiving!I

Henry Lewis

South Side Six 737 S. Main

MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
FREE DELIVERY

CLASSES
GOT YOU DOWN?
NEED SOME HELP?

NEW PHONE 352-1411
MONDAY

$

1.60

PIZZA SMORGASBORD

— »—— ■e.ee.e.eoooosfesf eeoooeeet.

Because of an increased
demand on the part of
university students who wish
to develop their speed of
reading; their comprehension
and vocabulary skill as well
as their study skills, another
section of Education 091 will
be offered Winter Quarter.
Enroll Now. For further
information call the Reading
Center. (372-2551)

TUESDAYS

$

1.85

SALAD BAR
WEDNESDAY

$

SPAGHETTI WITH GARLIC BREAD
11" CHEESE PIZZA

1.19
$
1.19

NO DELIVERY ON SPECIALS

BEER & WINE

FREE MOVIES

